Types of Residential Facilities

Should the monitoring system measure these characteristics differently (or not at all) depending on the types of facilities?

- RF Manual---define different facilities more than currently exists
- LRE—individualized movement/progress within more restrictive instructional arrangements
  - Subcodes?
  - Exemption code (extremely medically fragile and cannot leave or adjudicated)
- Commensurate School day
  - Based on data
    - Medical orders
  - RFT additional data field to capture individual justification if less than commensurate day (RF ARFs?)
- Include other reasons (i.e.-medical) students cannot attend “regular” campus in RF facility definitions (“yes/no” detention facility button)
- No extra points for new facility opening
- Allow for more robust data collection of type of RF facility
- Allow for data collection specific to students unable to leave facility or receive commensurate day due to individual changes
- Allow for justification (similar to SPP 12 and/or state assessment eligibility) when changes occur (i.e. reason why LRE/commensurate school day/related services changed
- Define who owns or has authority for facility
- Define/reconcile/educate specific definition of each RF designation
- Clarify therapeutic (looking at DFPS definitions)
- Consider hybrids (not adjudicated, but prevented from leaving for a period of time)
- Short term/long term placements
- Ask question if restrictions set by facility
- Richer question about LRE beyond instructional arrangement
- Expand base of input
- Establish better communication/MOUs with contacts/reporting issues/transparency
- PEIMS codes to designate type of settings
- Incorporate into PBMAS
- Clarifying language in rule for design. and monitoring
- Clear understanding of facility and district of rules
- Yes: for no or low access to county jails, RTCs, Intensity of level of care
  1. Commensurate day
  2. LRE
  3. Implementation of IEP
  4. Counseling related service
- No: if the school district has access all characteristics should be monitored the same.
- Build in layers of differentiation in IA codes, PEIMS codes, and how these designations reflect/do not reflect LRE compliance